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Abstract
Faculty of Architecture and Engineering
Advisor: Igli Hakrama

In this thesis developed a very useful human resource tool for managing, maintaining
and tracking every kind of information inside a company. Company Information Tracking
System is about handling the huge information which contains within it and, of course, to speed
it up, and also processing this information in the most efficient way. CITS isn’t simply used just
to store all the information and history of the company, but it will be able to give reports in realtime about payroll, benefits, warnings, evaluation, employee information and current
personal/group working projects.
Because nowadays the world of business is changing continuously and with very high
rates, it is almost mandatory for every company trying to adapt to these changes in order to
maintain, or moreover, enhance its performance. Hence, is quite obvious thinking of an
evolution of the human resources functions from paper-based to web-based. So, we take this leap
in order to have the possibility of giving quick information sharing inside the company.
CITS is going to be implemented in cross-platforms, Web-based and Mobile native
applications. Web part of CITS will have main functionalities, since everyone who is using that
platform may access internet in company through computers. It has 4 types of users:
Administrator, Managers, Financial and Employee. “Bad workers” can be easily detected and
managers are informed to beware about those employees and to warn them. Mobile native
application, which is an innovation in this field, is also created for purposes of this platform.
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Abstrakt
Fakulteti i Arkitekturës dhe Inxhinierisë
Udhëheqës: Igli Hakrama

Në këtë tezë është zhvilluar një sistem i cili ndihmon ne menaxhimin e kompanise, si
dhe ne burimet njerëzore. Ky sistem është shumë i dobishëm për menaxhimin, mirëmbajtjen dhe
gjurmimin e çdo lloj informacioni brenda një kompanie. Sistemi i Gjurmimit të Informacionit të
një kompanie (Company Information Tracking System - CITS). Ai ka të bëjë me menaxhimin e
një informacioni tepër të madh që ajo përmban brenda saj dhe natyrisht ta përshpejtojë atë, për të
mos harruar këtu edhe përpunimin në mënyrën më efiçente të tij. CITS nuk përdoret thjesht dhe
vetëm për të ruajtur të gjithë informacionin dhe historinë e kompanisë, por ai duhet të jetë në
gjëndje edhe për të raportuar në kohë reale në lidhje me listën e pagave, përfitimet,
paralajmërimet, vlerësimet, informacione rreth punonjësve, si dhe në lidhje me projektet aktuale
të punëve personale apo në grup.
Mënyra më e mirë për t’iu përgjigjur dhe për të zgjidhur këto lloj problemesh është
ajo e përdorimit të Sistemit të Gjurmimit të Informacionit të një Kompanie, i cili, ndër të tjera
përdor Menaxhimin e Burimeve Njerëzore dhe Sistemet e Informacionit. Ky sistem është
zhvilluar në ndër-platforma, si dhe në aplikacionet e bazuara në rrjet(Web) dhe Mobil. Pjesa e
rrjetit (Web-it) ka funksionet kryesore, ku çdokush që është duke e përdorur këtë platform mund
të ketë mundësitë e hyrjes në internet brenda kompanisë me anë të kompjuterave. Ka katër lloje
përdoruesish: Administrator, Financier, Menaxher dhe Nëpunës. “Punëtorët e këqinj” mund të
zbulohen lehtësisht dhe menaxherët informohen që të jenë të kujdesshëm për këta nëpunës, si
dhe t’i paralajmërojnë ata. Aplikacioni Mobile native, i cili është një risi në këtë fushë, është
krijuar gjithashtu për qëlllimet e kësaj platforme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation
Nowadays we live in a very fast paced and global world filled with intensive

information. All the small companies and especially the large ones have to cope with
this increasing information and the vast different problems they are supposed to
encounter during their everyday work. Every company does the utmost to adopt
different techniques that are needed to speed the handling of the huge information
contained inside that company and to process it in the most efficient way. For every
single information a company must have the possibility of managing, maintain and
tracking it. In other words, a company is not interested in just a data storage
program, which stores all the information and history of the company, but in
something else that is able to give reports in real-time about payroll, benefits,
warnings, evaluation, employee information and current personal/group working
projects. The best solution in terms of costs as well as the performance that could
resolve all these non-plain tasks is CITS – Company Information Tracking System.
CITS is a useful human resource tool for managing, maintaining and tracking
information in a Company. CITS is dealing with Human Resources Management
(HRM) and Information Systems (IS) and it looks a pretty challenging solution that
companies may adapt for the potential benefits this system provides such as the use
of it for better performance, quick information sharing inside company and reducing
costs of administration. The economics of this attraction will be a major force in the
adoption of this kind of technology.

-2My goal of this project is to create a platform that will integrate those
attributes of Human Resource and Information System to give a better management
of company and easily sharing information inside organization. Information
captured from information system is processed and is adapted to use for benefits of
company, employees, career planning, certifications, discipline, trainings, skills and
salary information, which is part of human resources.
As we stated above, CITS is dealing with Human Resources Management,
which means that the HRM deals with the management of an organization's
workforce, or human resources and it is responsible for the attraction, selection,
training, assessment, and rewarding of employees, while also overseeing
organizational leadership and culture, and ensuring compliance with employment
and labor laws. In plain words, it means that there is a clear understanding that
human resource has employee in its target, how he is managed by company from the
moment of attraction or selection and for while employee has relations with
company. The human capital remains still a crucial advantage in the harsh and very
competitive business world. A human resource tool is very significant for a
successful company, since it is responsible for entire experience of employees
during the whole employment lifecycle. It is primary charged with attracting the
right recruits through employer branding, which is the image of a company as a
great place to work and to have booming career. It then must pick and promote the
right candidates through the recruitment process. HR then onboard new hires, which
refers to the method through which new employees obtain the essential familiarity,
skills, and behaviors to become effective organizational members and insiders, and
also supervises their training and development during their occupation with the
organization. HR evaluates talent through use of performance appraisals and then
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that evaluates an individual employee’s job performance and productivity in relation
to certain pre-established criteria and organizational goals. So, human resources, as
well as CITS itself are not just some tools which administer payroll and employee
benefits or duties, but it plays a more strategic role in the expectations of a company.

1.2

Problem Statement
Due to these very dynamic changes that the companies all over the world

are facing every day, it is quite obvious thinking of an evolution of the human
resources functions and management of companies from paper-based to web-based.
For example, the speed of providing instant reports of every kind, as well as
maintaining the full performance of every single employee requires an unavoidable
move towards the use of technological ways and methods in order to achieve
satisfactory results in these terms. A common problem with the previous paperbased technology was related to its impossibility of giving quick information sharing
inside the company and so, this lack of efficiency used to give rise to several
drawbacks that in the most of cases conditioned the overall performance of a
company, not to mention the increased costs for maintaining all these papers.

1.3

Problem Solution
In order to find a good and acceptable solution for the abovementioned

drawbacks we have adopted our human resource tool CITS – Company Information
Tracking System which is a human resource management system that is going to be
implemented in cross platforms, Web-based and Mobile native applications. Web
part of CITS will have main functionalities, since everyone, who is using that
platform may access internet in company through computers. It has 4 types of users:
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proper interface with functionalities will be shown. While mobile is used to access
information in fast way, when users cannot access PC, or are away from company.
Features of Mobile are used to take accurate and reliable information based on
device location and take feedback from employee in real-time after meetings with
Customers. Administrator of company has rights to manage basic information of
business and has access to all information that is related with company. He may
delegate some privileges to managers of departments, who also may add employees
in their departments. Each manager is going to administrate his own department by
sharing duties to proper employees. Employees also have rights to update their
profile, such as basic info, certificates, trainings or other documents that have impact
in qualification of employee. System will detect automatically workers that are
qualified and complete their duties in time and according to requirements and those
workers will be suggested to managers and administrator to take a decision about
their benefits from company or their career. Also “bad workers” are detected and
managers are informed to beware about those employees and to warn them.
Complete components of CITS will be discussed in details in next section.
Mobile native application is also created for purposes of this platform, my
aim is to develop it in most popular mobile platforms: Android and iOS. Mobile
application is an innovation in this field, since others software that serve as human
resources and information systems are developed for desktop or web-based.
Including mobile in this platform gives several benefits, except all advantages
mobile has to access information and to be updated with latest actions or transaction
in company; it includes some features that cannot be applied in Web or desktop
application. Workers who have to move from their offices and complete their duties

-5abroad company will use that application to get notifications and submit results of
work, or customer data in real time. This is a big enhance and an innovation how
company deals with customers and its employees through new technology.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This section gives a description of other studies that have been written
related to Human Resources and electronic Human Resource Management that will
take first part of this section. Human Resources strategies and policies are main
factors that impact system for managing and tracking information inside company.
The implementation of e-HRM should stay well with strategic and organizational of
company needs according to personnel and HR redesign specifically. Relation to this
key, the perception of e-HRM as a challenge by the strategic level within the
organization to delegate operational HR work onto employees respectively
managers should be considered when analyzing acceptance of e-HRM information
system. Each study is analyzed and evaluated with aim how it is going to be
implemented in practice. For each article reviews there are some conclusion taken
from theory of this topic that will be like guidelines for practice. Also in the second
part of this section I’m going to discuss literature about Information Systems,
existing system that have a similar functionality and technology in which this system
will be implemented.
In order to achieve the best from this research it is crucial to determine
what the research variables are. The dependent variable is the one, which is
influenced in positive or negative way according to other factors. In this study the
independent variable is e-HRM tools. This variable is certain from beginning of
implementation of system and it doesn’t change later. The dependent variable is
defined as variable of functionality, ease of use and effectiveness of system in
company.
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2.1

Related Literature
Bondarouk and Ruël try to characterize e-HRM as “a way of

implementing human resource management (HRM) strategies, policies and practices
in organizations through a conscious and directed support of, and/or with the full use
of, web-technology based channels”

(Bondarouk & Ruël, Discourse Analysis:

Making Complex Methodology Simple, 2004). Later this definition is expanded by
same authors to incorporate the communication element of e-HRM, where
employee, employers, managers and other persons inside staff are able to
communicate with each-other more effectively through e-HRM. (Bondarouk &
Ruël, Does e-HRM contribute to HRM Effectiveness? Results from a quantitative
study in a Dutch Ministry, 2006). Based on this definition all employees are active
participants in processes according to the networks e-HRM creates and manages,
thus allowing in that way HR professionals to direct their energies and strategies
into promoting preferred employee performance.
The application of web-based and mobile based technologies to the
human resource needs integrate two important elements, explicitly the use of
electronic media and the active users participating in the processes of system. People
are who stands behind technology and make it work. They make possible use of the
technology that drives company to lower administration costs, improves employee
satisfaction, performance and communication, and also provides real time access to
information gathered by the system and also at same time reducing processing costs
and time. (Bondarouk & Ruël, Discourse Analysis: Making Complex Methodology
Simple, 2004)
According to Cilliers system dimensions may include: design, levels of
authority and reporting relationships, division of work, company mission and main

-8tasks, processes and activities, also the nature and patterning of the company’s tasks.
(Cilliers, 2003) The nature of work tasks, activities and processes would be done by
the system of information technology. Also for HR professionals and line
management in terms of HRM would be different when using electronic HRM tools.
The focus of work tasks in information system would change from transactional
tasks to transformational tasks, as e-HRM tools would save a lot of the time in
performing paper-based HR tasks.
According to Martin, Alexander and Reddington human resource
management is conducted in three main types: operational HRM, relational HRM
and transformational HRM. (Martin, G., Alexander, & H, 2008) Operational HRM
deals with streamlining operations, so it includes basic administrative human
resource activities such as keeping personnel data and payroll information. For this
component company should take a decision if employee may keep up to date their
information, or it is done manually by managers. Characteristic for this type of
doing HRM is the one-way communication of company managers with staff, they
can simply publish information like policies and procedures of company that is
accessed via intranet. Benefits for operational HRM are that it is cost effective by
cutting down costs of printing paper-based information. (Lengnick-Hall, 2003)
Relational HRM deals with interaction and networking of different
human resource management stakeholders and may be considered as the second
level, more complex form than operational HRM. In this type of e-HRM there is
possibility to make a choice whether to conduct more advanced HR practices, such
as automating selection and recruitment of company, or use traditional approach
with paper-based. Technologies used on relational HRM facilitate relationships
between users with each-other. Main focus of this type is not on the administration
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tools supports basic business processes like recruitment, selection and PM –
Performance manager. (Strohmeier, 2007)
Transformational HRM is most complex form human resource
management and so the highest level. It is not charged with operational tasks, but is
directed to more strategic initiatives. According to Walker this type of HRM is
separated into three types of work: strategic partnering with the business, creating
centers of expertise and administration of service centers.
It is very crucial how electronic human resource management is
implemented, what features and functions are included in order to be helpful doing
HRM in company. A report in Australia suggests that the function of e-HRM has
changed from creating basic system which solves problems of HR into a system,
which information is kept in proper way that may be used to generate reports
depending from e-HRM user needs. It is state clearly in beginning of study: “The
technology infrastructure is now in place and the key role for HR IT staff is no
longer creating and maintaining systems but making sure the information and
workflow meet their … organizational objectives.”

(Australian National Audit

Office, 2011)
The new era of doing HR has arrived with information omnipresence and
sensitivity. Companies now do not just compete locally or globally for products, but
they compete also for talent. It is very important for companies to have system
which detects talents and direct them same way with company needs. According to
du Plessis, Hobbs and Marshall the future talents will be a savvy generation; they
are highly educated and confident in their fields and are seeking huge benefits and
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intend to work for, based on organizational commitment and loyalty as long as the
company ca keep satifying their needs. Recruitment companies are reporting new
generation of talents as a new breed of highly skilled, younger, knowledgeable,
extremely confident, well educated and not just seeking what they can offer to the
company, but rather what the company ca offer to them.

(du Plessis, Hobbs,

Marshall, & Paalvast, 2008) According to Henson new generation of workers seek
flexibility in their work hours, so they can follow their hobbies and spend time with
family. Some employees want to work part time, while some others want to retire
earlier, but in same time want to hang on to their healthcare and other benefits. So,
system of e-HRM should build a standard framework that allows flexibility to
develop and manage different workforce options, in order to get the best from all
kind of employees. System has to be supported with proper technology that allows
all these changes in the future and it should support HR managers to plan for
outsourced supploers, fulltime, part-time and temporary workers in a business
environment that will entail deverse, skilled people and highly educated. System
should be organized to ease the work of managers to detect talents and develop the
existing workforce that will be the future workforce. If employees are satisfied by
company, then HRM has completed its mission managing a workforce which is a
potential for future and competitive with other companies. Collaboration between
staff in company may be vertical for managers and employees, horizontal between
departments of company and personal between individuals in a team. (Henson,
2007)
Keep and James write in their research about recruitment and selection of
employees and consider it as the great neglected topic. In fact workforce of each
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an efficient way of recruiting new workers, since they are the engine that keep
company moving forward. They suggest that each company should ask four
fundamental questions to make right selection for recruitment of new employee.
1. Who is being recruited?
2. What (skills, qualifications, qualities, attributes, and characteristics) is
being recruited?
3. How is it being recruited?
4. Why and with what consequences and effects is recruitment and
selection taking place?
They divide first question in two concerns: patterns of career choice and
discrimination on the grounds of race, age, gender or sexual identity; and the degree
of class stratification in accessing certain types of employment and the levels of
inter-generational social mobility as measured by either social class or income level.
For the second question authors limit on what employers can, for any given level of
pay/reward on offer to future employees, expect to recruit. So, in labour markets
employers have to investigate around for appropriate candidates and may be
obligatory to take what they can get, rather than that which they might preferably
wish. Question three tries to simplify the way how recruiting is being undertaken.
They suggest that best practice model prioritises particular characteris tics within the
process: Rationality, objectivity and validity; Meritocracy; Matching - between
supply and demand, and the individual applicant’s desires and abilities and the
employer’s needs; and Formalisation, bureaucracy and procedural rigour in order to
ensure objectivity, lack of bias, and the best outcome. Forth question is last by order,
but not by its importance, since recruitment and selection choose the raw workforce
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HR staff ca only retain, motivate and develop what has been recruited, they cannot
change their skills. So, it has vital role to have a right selection for new employee,
because it determines the characteristics and capabilities of the potential workforce.
(Keep & James, 2010)
Factors impacting recruitment that may be implemented to automate
recruitment due to Forth are:
Experience

Skills

Motivation

References

Qualifications

Availability

Recommendations

Age

86%

83%

80%

71%

54%

47%

40%

16%

Source: (Forth, 2006)
Aim of all companies is to take best candidates for their job, because they
have a misconception of candidate they really need for vacant job. As suggested by
Beynon there is a clear distinction between best people for the job, as is asked by
most of companies and the right people for the job, which may not necessarily be the
best one in some cases, but is the best decision for company. To make it clear there
is a danger of over-recruiting and over-specification, employing people who are too
good for the job needed in company. So, they will get bored and then either become
de-moralized and disruptive or leave from company. Also there is the opposite
danger of under-recruiting, and thereby acquiring people who cannot do the job.
(Beynon)

2.2

Existing Systems
Company Information Tracking System is an implementation of above

literature review. Since it is an implementation in practice it is very hard to find

- 13 studies related with system itself, but studies are concerned with theory part of
electronic human resource management. So, to make an analyze of existing systems,
two of most famous and efficient are considered. The first one is web-based Human
Resource Management System made by OrangeHRM. It is open-source and may be
easily accessed at: http://orangehrm.com. It has a live demo, which allows seeing in
action main features of this system, how it is organized and how it works.
OrangeHRM is the world’s most used open source human resource management
software. Today OrangeHRM has enabled countless number of organizations around
the world to have a user friendly, productive, robust and customizable human
resource management software. Over a million users log into OrangeHRM for
employee self service needs such as personnel information management, leave, time
and attendance, recruitment, performance evaluation and many other human
resource management requirements.
The OrangeHRM project was started during fall 2005 and the first beta
release was made in January 2006. OrangeHRM is now a full-fledged enterprise
human resource management system that not only caters to SME’s but also to large
corporate and multi-nationals. In June 2010 they launched OrangeHRM Live, a
subscription based cloud version of OrangeHRM with many advanced features and
options.
The system is backed by professional support and services as well as a
knowledgeable worldwide open source community. By building and leveraging this
community of users, developers and partners, the usability, scope and international
adoption of OrangeHRM is continuously being improved. (OrangeHRM, 2006)

- 14 OrangeHRM is organized in modules and it is easy to expand features of this
system, also it doesn’t require professional knowledge to use it. It seems a good
solution to create a system organized in modules independent of each-other. Main
features of this product are that OrangeHRM offers a complete suite of human
capital management / human resource management tools. This includes employee
information management, employee absence management / employee holiday
management or employee leave management, recruitment management, employee
performance evaluation and many other HR management tools. Select from a free
open source solution or an advanced SaaS / Cloud based HR management system.
(OrangeHRM, 2006)
Second existing system to be reviewed is the product made by Kronos,
which pretends to be global workforce management solution. The aim of choosing
this system is that it works in different platforms, web-based, mobile-based and
cloud-based. By giving to companies the tools they need to help them control
labour costs, minimize compliance risk, and improve workforce productivity. The
easy-to-own workforce management solutions from Kronos make complete
automation and high-quality information a reality. And it’s all delivered with
exceptional service, for the experience you expect.
Kronos system takes the complexities involved with recording time and
attendance transactions, scheduling diverse workforces, and managing employee
absence and it simplifies them in the cloud. System streamline HR and payroll
processes. It helps organizations hire the best people and make smarter decisions.
And with tens of thousands of organizations in more than 100 countries — including
more than half the Fortune 1000® — it’s helping businesses all around the globe to

- 15 better manage their workforce. Kronos pretends to be the best solution in market and
are directed by idea of managing workforce that really works. (Incorporated, 2012)
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Chapter 3
Analysis and Design of CITS
This section provides a detailed analysis and of implementation for
Company Tracking Information System. There is a description of system
requirements; user profiles that are going to interact with system, use case diagram
and use case stories, also top use case stories are detailed with activity, sequence and
swimlane diagrams to make them more understandable. Also there is a class
diagram that gives brief overview of classes that system has in order to work
properly. In the end of this section there are Deployment, Architecture and
Component diagrams.

3.1

User Profiles
In this section is described in details about users that are going to interact

with system. There are four categories of users: administrator, supervisor, financial
and employee, and all of them are have specific privileges on system according to
their needs to accomplish their tasks in company.
Administrator – has full privileges to use system. Edit basic information of
company; add, update and delete employee; generate financial reports; generate
reports for each employee/department; reset passwords; add job position; delegate
privileges to supervisor/employee;
Supervisor–has limited privileges in system, since is responsible only for a group of
employees or department. Has some default privileges, but administrator can
delegate more privileges to supervisor. Default privileges are: add, update and delete
employees;

generate

financial

reports;

generate

reports

for

each
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vacations. All this privileges are applied for employees and department supervisor is
responsible for.
Financial–has privileges to financial information. View salary for each employee;
generate payroll reports;
Employee –has limited privileges in system. Edit personal information; update
personal portfolio; view personal history in company; apply for a new job in
company; apply for vacations; contact to supervisor/administrator/employee;

3.2

Use Stories

Log In

-

Accessing system with provided privileges

Log Out

-

Exiting from system. Automatic log out also
will be applied.

Edit Information

-

Edit personal information.

Change Password

-

Change/reset password if privileges allow.

Add Staff

-

Register

a

new

employee,

financial

or

supervisor.
Delegate privileges

-

Administrator and Supervisor can delegate
privileges to employee.

Control Privileges
Edit

-

Company -

Information

Administrator can control privileges of others.
Administrator can edit basic info of company
like: name, registration id, contact numbers,
address…

View Company Structure

-

Administrator can view structure of company,
how it organized in departments with relative
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Add Job Position

-

Add a new job inside department.

Edit Job Position

-

Update title of job, or move in structure of
company.

Set Salary Currency

-

Set currency company is going to pay
employees.

Add Working Model

-

Add a new working model, ex. Part Time, Full
Time.

Delete Working Model

-

Delete a working model that is not applied
anymore in company.

Add Skill

-

Require a skill for a job, in order to find right
employee.

Delete Skill

-

Delete skill for a job.

Add Education

-

Require a level of education to work on a job.

Delete Education

-

Delete a requirement for a level of education
for a job.

Add License

-

Require a license to work on a job.

Delete License

-

Delete a requirement for a license.

Add Languages

-

Require a language to work on a job.

Delete Languages

-

Delete requirement for a language.

Become Member

-

Register organizations or other structures in
which company is member of.

List Customers

-

Generate a list of customers that take services
or products from company.

List Projects

-

Generate a list of projects company has worked

- 19 and is working on.
Add Project

-

Register new project company should work
with and assign a manager for that project.

Track Logs

-

View all actions users have done in system.

Publish News

-

Publish news and determine to whom will be
shown.

Manage News

-

Administrator has privileges to delete or
archive news, not allowing others to see it.

Initial Documentation

-

Create a list of documentations each employee
should have when starting job.

Company Rules

-

Create a list of rules that all employee should
not break during working in company.

Holidays

-

Put a calendar with national holidays.

Create Portfolio

-

Employees may create portfolio, where they
may store all works they have worked and it
may be as CV.

Update Portfolio

-

Employees may update their portfolio with
certificates they take

Reporting Method

-

Determine in which methods employees should
report to their managers.

View Work Reports

-

View Reports of employees for their work.

Employee List

-

View employee list with details in which job
they are working, how much they are taking.

Create Vacancy

-

Create a vacancy in company and determine
skills, education and other things required.

List Vacancies

-

View a list with all vacancies in company.

List Candidates

-

View a list of all candidates for a vacancy.

- 20 List employees

-

View a list of all employees in company.

Add Training

-

Register a training that is going to be held for
employees of company.

View Training

-

View details of training.

Check Performance

-

View a list of all employees with projects there
are working on, check history of each
employee for deadlines.

Payroll Reports

-

View reports how much company is paying its
employees.

Financial Reports

-

View Financial Reports of company activity.
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3.3

Use Case Diagram

Track Logs
Manage Job Position

Manage Staff

Manage Project

Manage privileges

Manage Vacancies

Check Performance

Actor1

Manage News

Administrator

Edit Company
Information

Employee List

Manage Candidates

Financial Reports

Payroll Reports

Log In/Log out

Edit Information

Employee

Manage CV

Financial

View Company
Structure

Manage Portfolio

Diagram 1 - General Use Case

In above diagram are shown all actors that may use system and
respective tasks they may execute. Administrator has full control, so he may execute
all tasks, for more detailed about tasks each actor has access to execute are
explained in Appendix A.
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3.4

Use Case Description

Update Information – User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user has
possibility to see his/her personal information. There is “Edit” button, which allows
user to change and then store updated personal information.
View Company Structure – User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and
has privileges to see company structure with departments, and may click to those
departments to see more details about each of them like: who is supervisor for that
department, how many employees are working on that department, what is the
purpose of this department.
Update Portfolio - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to create and update portfolio. That is a privilege by default everyone
have. All employees may create their own portfolio and update them with successful
projects they finish, so it will be a good indicator to performance of employee.
Employee List - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to access employee list with overview of what is working everyone. It
also gives some details for each employee, when started working in company,
current job, also may check all details by clicking on an employee.
Create Vacancy - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to create vacancies. User has to fill a form about creating vacancy, in
which he/she puts all details of vacancies and also may require some skills,
education or certificates.
List Vacancies - - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to see the list of all vacancies in company, also some other details, since

- 23 when is published that vacancy, how many candidates have applied and when is the
end applying.
Automatic Selection - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to ask from system to automate selection for a vacancy. System will
evaluate all candidates and suggest to user top five candidates that fit with
requirements for that vacancy.
Add Training - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to add trainings. User may a training period for a specified group of
employees and be updated for their training.
Check Performance - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to ask from system to evaluate all employees what they have done in
company. It shows all employees with their projects they have been working on,
successful projects and gives a rate for each employee. In that way administrator and
supervisors can detect talents and employees who may be rewarded.
Payroll Reports - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to generate payroll reports. By default only administrator and financial
have rights

to generate those reports, but that right may be delegated to financial

also to generate reports for group of employee he is responsible for.
Financial Reports - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to generate financial reports. This reports shows how much company is
spending on payroll, taxes and other payment and also benefits of company in real
time.

- 24 Add Working Model - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to see and edit working model, which is allowed only from administrator
by default may add a new working model like: part time job or full time job.
Add Staff – User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has privileges
to recruit new employee to company, may setup new account for employee with first
directions he/she should follow in order to fulfill in a correct way all requirements
for job.
Add Job Position – User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to make changes to company structure, has right to go through company
departments and sectors and add a new position in a needed place.
Set Salary Currency – User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to make changes to company configuration, by default only administrator
has, may change the currency in which company does its transactions. It allows for
administrator to change currency in which it operates with others and currency in
which it pays its employee.
Edit Company Information - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user
and has privileges to edit basic information of company. It allows keeping updated
information for address of company, contacting number, fax and tax id.
Delegate privileges - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized administrator,
he has rights to delegate privileges to some other users. He may allow or not
supervisor to add a new position for job, or generating some financial reports.

- 25 List Customers - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to see a list of customers company is working with. List has other details
related with each customer ongoing work.
Publish News - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and has
privileges to publish news in system, he has a form in which will put news title,
content and also the audience that should read that news. It has also a label with
color indicating its priority.
Initial Documentation - User logs in, system authenticates as authorized user and
has privileges to edit Initial Documentation, has a list of rules, directions and
documentations each new employee should fill when starting to work in company.
Each supervisor arrange it according to its department, so it is simpler for new
employees getting started.
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3.5

Diagrams

Login Credintials

Incorrect

Correct

Navigate to News

Write News

User is Administrator
or Financial

User is Supervisor

Select audience from Departments or Supervisors

Select Audience from employees

Publish News

Diagram 2. Activity Diagram - Publish News
After user is authenticated he/she has rights to manage news may navigate
to news and select to create a fresh news. Then user may write title and content of
news and select audience to which this news should appear.
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User

System

Login Credintials

Incorrect
Correct

Navigate to News

Write News

User is Administrator
or Financial

User is Supervisor

Select audience from Departments or Supervisors

Select Audience from employees

Publish News

Diagram 3. Swimlane Diagram - Publish News
In this Swimlane diagram it shows clearly what processes are done
by user and what processes are completed by system. User write credential
information, then system authenticates him/her. After that user may navigate to
create a news and select audience, then publish it.
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User

Candidate

System

Database

Login Credential
Verify User
User Response
Login Response
Select Category for Vacancy
Check for candidates in that category
Proper candidate exist in database
Candidate is found
No proper candidate
Select requirements for candidate
Fill form for vacancy
Vacancy is created

Diagram 4. Sequence Diagram - Create Vacancy

In above diagram is explained by using sequence diagram how system
works in case of creating a vacancy in company. At first user logs in, then it selects
a category for which is going to add a vacancy. After this, system checks
automatically if there is any candidate for that category. If there is proper candidate
and supervisor approves it, then system informs candidate directly, if not then
supervisor fills a form in which writes all details of vacancy and publish it.
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Diagram 5. Database diagram
Database diagram shows relations between entities of system to
maintain information about employee, projects, departments and vacations. Each
employee has basic information stored in an entity and is related to others based on
its id. Also, projects, departments, candidates, vacations and news have a table, in
which all information are stored and are connected with each other through primary
keys and foreign keys.
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Desktop/Laptop

Web Server

View Reports

Generate Reports
Manage News

*
View Payroll

Check Information

View Training
Financial Info

*

Check Performance
Take Information

Manage infor

Financial Reports

*
Mobile/Tablets

iOS App

Android App

*
Database

HTML5 App

Diagram 6. Component diagram
This diagram shows how components are connected with each-other, so to check
financial information from browser a component named Financial Reports in web
server is called and gives financial information to user. That module is connected to
database to gather proper information. Web server has two interfaces, first one to
respond to desktop and laptop browser with data and design; second one to respond
to mobile native apps with structured data and then those data are shown to user by
native apps design. So, in that way it increases performance of application in mobile
and tablet devices.
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Desktop/Laptop

Web Server

https

PHP Server

*

*

Web Browser

*

*

HTML 5 Application

*

*

https

Database Server
Smartphone or Tablet
*
Native Application
*

*

MySQL Server

Supports iOS and
Android
HTML 5 Application
*

Diagram 7. Deployment Diagram
Deployment Diagram shows a general structure of system how it is going to
be deployed, it has four main components. There is a web server which is connected
to database server and responds to requests from PC or mobile devices.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
Company Information Tracking System is developed in web and mobile,
it is accessed online from everywhere. Requirements are:

4.1

•

Host and Domain

•

HTML

•

CSS

•

JavaScript

•

jQuery

•

PHP

•

MySQL

•

Ajax

•

JSON

•

Objective-c

Technology Used
To implement this system in practice the following Scripting, Query and

Programming languages are going to be used:
•

PHP - PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that

is especially suited for Web development and can be embedded into HTML. (Open
Source)
•

MySQL - the world's most popular open source database. (Oracle

Corporation)
•

Objective-c - Objective-C is the primary programming language you

use when writing software for OS X and iOS. It’s a superset of the C programming
language and provides object-oriented capabilities and a dynamic runtime.
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and adds syntax for defining classes and methods. It also adds language-level
support for object graph management and object literals while providing dynamic
typing and binding, deferring many responsibilities until runtime. (Apple Inc.)
•

Cross-platform for mobile – write once, adapt everywhere.

Above are given main languages that are going to be use, but of course
other languages will be used to complete implementation of this system like:
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JQuery, AJAX. Advantages of using Ajax is reducing
traffic and giving more control to user to increase performance of web application.
Some benefits of using Ajax are:
• Bandwidth usage - eliminating full-page post-backs in favor of smaller
• Leveraging the client machine’s processing power and temporal
proximity
• Exploiting modern Web browsers’ rich graphics capabilities—
transparency, shading, animation, ordering, compositing
• Separation of data, format, style, and function (Jeon and Lee)
Using Ajax has some drawbacks also for mobile users, that’s one reason
why native application are better than web-application for mobile. Ajax will not
work in all browsers, since it requires JavaScript enabled, so it means web
application based on Ajax will not work on these browsers. Another drawback is
about JavaScript Interoperability, which may be implemented not in same way in
different browser, causing different compatibility issues. Last issue with Ajax is how
interface information is updated. It may happen that when updates to the interface
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more troublesome for mobile users that read in linear fashion.
Before starting developing applications for mobile there is choice
between native applications and web applications. Mobile applications come in two
distinct formats: native apps and web apps. Due to differences in their underlying
technology, each approach has inherent advantages and drawbacks. As Lionbridge
report of 2012 suggest that: “The key advantage of mobile web apps over native
mobile apps is cross-platform compatibility...” and “Native apps have a major
advantage over web apps— the ability to leverage device specific hardware and
software” (Lionbridge). The power of today technology is not in creating mobile or
web cross platform applications, but merging advantages of both formats. The
solution is to create a native application with cross-platform tools. This is the secret
key of taking advantages of web application and native application by using crossplatform tools that make it possible like Appcelerator. It is cross-platform that
creates native applications with just writing code once. It is not driven by “Write
once, run everywhere” which has many problems, since every mobile platform has
its own features and interface rules. It is driven by “Write once, adapt everywhere”,
which means code is written once and then is adapted to use to other platforms,
producing a native application for iOS, android or other mobile operating systems.

4.2

Implementation and Integration of Technologies

Company Information Tracking System– CITS is a human resource
management system that is going to be implemented in cross platforms, Web-based
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everyone, who is using that platform may access internet in company through
computers. It has 4 types of users: Administrator, Manager, Financial and
Employee. Depending from logged in user proper interface will be shown and only
tasks that user has privileges to execute will be activated. For that reason a
combination of PHP, which is a server-side scripting language and MySQL, which
is relational database management system is used to create content driven web
application. PHP and MySQL is optimal solution to generate good quality content,
since both of them are open source and are developedwith each other in mind and
programming interfaces are logically linked, so it is easy to integrate them together.
APIs that serves to connect PHP with MySQL are well-constructed and there is no
need for low-level knowledge to integrate or debug them.
Benefits of using this combination of server-side scripting language and
rational database management system are:


Cost, both PHP and MySQL come with free license, there is not any
cost for developing or running web apps, also they run perfectly well
on cheap servers and are supported by almost all platforms of servers.



Ease of use, like explained above, PHP and MySQL are developed
with each other in mind, so they have many facilities to accomplish
needs and there is no need of detailed information to use them. Both
of them are very stable and it’s not impossible to fix all problems.



Content driven, PHP runs between web server and the requested
page, so it makes it possible to take information from database and
generate different HTML outputs depending from user requests.
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It is known for its speed compared with PHP and other frameworks, because it
provides a set of libraries for commonly tasks, also it has a simple interface and
logical structure to access these libraries. It is an open source rapid development
web application framework, and its goal is to help developers to write code much
faster than starting from scratch, by its libraries. It is driven from Model-ViewController development pattern. Controller and View classes are necessary part of
codeIgniter, while model may be used or not. Basic functions of these three
components are:


A controller can send commands to its associated view to change the view's
presentation of the model. It can also send commands to the model to update
the model's state.



A model notifies its associated views and controllers when there has been a
change in its state. This notification allows the views to produce updated
output, and the controllers to change the available set of commands.
A passive implementation of MVC omits these notifications, because the
application does not require them or the software platform does not support
them.



A view requests from the model the information that it needs to generate an
output representation to the user.
Implementation of CITS is based on six controllers: department,

employee, news, users, vacation and performance, and each of them has many
methods that serves to accomplish needed in these classes and load appropriate

- 37 views to show to user. While there are more than five models that serve to
manage information from database to user, and vice-versa.

Figure 1 - Credit Calculation
In above picture is shown a function from ‘candidate’ class, which serves
to compute credits for a record of CV based on weight of factors impacting
recruitment from Forth. (Forth, 2006) He gives priority to experience candidate has
before recruitment, then to the education level and then to skills. In above code,
hobbies of candidates are also even considered, even why they are not compared
with experience or education they have a value, because help human resource
manager to understand the psychology and social side of candidate.
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Figure 2 - Dashboard web page
Above picture shows a page from web application of CITS, which a
dashboard for a supervisor and it show in graphical interface reports of state of
company. All of these graphs are generated from PHP based on data taken from
database. First chart shows number of employees for each department and respective
percentage of number of employees over all company. Second chart shows number
of employees and respective percentage based on projects. While the third chart help
supervisor to check applications for vacancies in company.
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cannot access PC, or are away from company. It helps supervisor to have one eye on
company and to get fast information for projects that they are responsible to, and
also allows employees to be in touch with last news and updates from company. It is
developed in iOS platform and may be installed only in Apple devices, then in
future it will be developed for other mobile operating systems like android.
Application is developed with XCODE 4.4.2, which supports Storyboard
capabilities and it may be deployed only on devices with iOS 5.0 or higher. Native
language used to develop application is objective-c. Application is organized with a
tap bar, which serves like a menu and allow user to navigate through projects,
employees and also monitor company main activities. Firstly, it shows a login page,
and other tasks list in each view are regarded with privileges of user logged in.
Application also supports graphic charts, that help to understand better statistics and
also give a nicer design.
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Figure 3 - Project monitor
Above picture show iPhone application in execution, this view has
project details, in top is title of project, then short description of that project, and
also development history for this application.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
Conclusions are achieved by analyzing related literature about electronic
human resource management and information systems, which are two fundamental
parts of Company Information Tracking System. Also, some conclusions are
achieved from case study practices, which are very helpfully in this field, since it is
very hard to find literature or empirical study for Albanian company. First benefit of
using CITS is that it automates all human resource processes and are supported
through the use of modern technology web-based and mobile-based. Since it is
automated, each process is recorded to system and easily may be tracked to check
about it. It helps in improving strategic human resource orientation by generating
reports in fast way giving an overview of actual state of company, so administrator
and managers have a clear understanding how company is. That system has a cost
reduction, since it is not paper-based and information is stored digitally, so it is
easier to store, correct and use again that information. In that way it increases
efficiency of information. This system allows to all company staff generate different
reports based on different needs and gives an clear and real overview of company in
real-time allowing managers and administrators to take right decisions based on
precise information.
Nowadays the impact of social media in our lives is very important in the
way how we think about our work also. It is crucial to use the power of social media
for efficiency of employees, not letting them to be addicted to unimportant issues in
social media. So, for the future works system needs to integrate social media tools
that allows and advices employees to join groups of workers with similar
professionsdiscussing about their issues and sharing knowledge.
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Appendix A
UML Diagrams

Actor: Administrator
Check Performance
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Manage News
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*
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Payroll Reports *

Edit-End29
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*
Log In

-End57

*
Company Rules

-End51

*

-End53

*

*

-End59

*

-End1

-End6

*

*

-End10

Log Out

Delegate privileges

-End12

*

-End61
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Add Staff

-End47
*
-End3
Change Password
-End8

*
Control Privileges
-End16

*
-End63

Create Portfolio

-End14

*
-End65
Update Portfolio

*
-End72*
-End74* **

Reporting Method
*

-End9
-End11
-End13
-End17
-End19
*-End25
*-End15
-End21
-End23
-End27
-End31
-End35
-End33
**
*****
*
****
*-End75

-End69

*

*
*

*
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*
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Employee List
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List Vacancies

*
*

List Candidates
*

-End46

-End76
*

Add Project

-End80

*

List Customers

-End38

*
*

-End49

Add Skill

*
Add Education

Add License

View Training

-End36
*

-End40

-End78

List employees

Delete Working
Model

-End32

-End34

-End73

Set Salary Currency

Add Working Model

-End37

*

View Company
Structure

-End24

-End26

Administrator
-End39
-End41
-End45
** * * -End79
**-End43
-End50
** -End77

View Work Reports
-End71

Edit Job Position
-End22

-End7
-End64 -End5
-End66
-End68
-End70 *

*
-End67

* Company
Edit
Information

*

*

-End20

-End56
-End58
-End52
**** -End60
-End54
-End62
-End30
-End48
-End2
-End4
***

Add Job Position
-End18

*
-End42 Become Member

-End44
Add Languages

*
List Projects
Track Logs

Diagram 8 - Administrator Use Case
In this schema are shown all tasks that administrator can execute on this
system, since it has full control for management, it has maximum number of tasks.

- 45 Actor: Supervisor
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Edit Information
*
Initial
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-End51
Payroll Reports

Publish News

-End57

*

*

-End53

*

*

-End3

-End47
Log In
-End2

-End61

Holidays

*
*

*

-End12

-End63

Create Portfolio

-End65

*** -End58
-End54
-End52
-End62
-End48
-End4
**

Update Portfolio

**
* **

Reporting Method
*

-End10

-End75

Log Out
-End16

-End1
-End5
-End11
-End9
-End15
-End19
-End31
-End35
-End33
**
***
* **

-End64
-End66
-End68
*
-End70

*
-End67

*

Control Privileges
*

-End20
Edit Job Position

-End41
*

Supervisor
-End39
**
**-End43
-End79
-End50
** -End77

-End69
*

-End32

-End34
*

Delegate privileges

*

*

View Work Reports

Add Staff

Change Password

-End6

-End76

*

List Candidates
*
*
*

-End80

View Training
List employees
-End49

*

*

-End36
*

-End44

Add Skill

*
Add Education

-End40

Add License

-End78

List Customers

-End42
*
Add Languages

List Projects
Track Logs

Diagram 9. Supervisor Use Case
Above schema presents all tasks that supervisor may execute, since it is
responsible for management of a project or department it has enough privileges to
manage them.
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Actor: Financial

Publish News
Initial
Documentation

*

Payroll Reports

-End53

-End57

*

*

Edit Information

*

-End47

-End3
-End61

Holidays
*

Log In

-End2

-End62
** *

-End63
Create Portfolio

-End64
-End66 *

*
-End65
Update Portfolio
*

*

*
-End58
-End54
-End48
-End1
-End5
-End9
-End4

*
*

*
**

-End70

-End39

-End6 Change Password
*
-End10

Financial
***
*-End43
-End77

Log Out

*

-End69
-End40

*
View Work Reports
*

-End78

List employees

*

-End44

*
Add License

List Projects

Diagram 10. Financial Use Case

This schema shows tasks that financial staff of company has in system,
they have privileges to view and update in financial reports, except basic tasks like
managing personal information.
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Actor: Employee

Personal Payroll
Reports
Read News

*

-End47

Edit Information

-End53

*

*

Holidays

-End3

-End61
*
-End2
-End62
** *

-End63
Create Portfolio

*

-End65
Update Portfolio

*

-End1
-End5
-End9

-End64
-End66 *

*

-End54
-End48
-End4

Log In

-End6

*
**

*

Change Password
*

Employee
-End70 * * -End43

-End10

*

Log Out
*
-End69

*

View Personal
Reports

*

-End44
List Personal
Projects

Diagram 11. Employee Use Case

Employee is a category of users that are responsible for managing
personal information, updating their own portfolio and keeping records of their
work.
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Login Credintials

Incorrect

Correct

Select Company in menu

Select View Structure

Select Department to see details
View Department

Exit

Navigate through Departments

Diagram 12. Activity Diagram – View Company Structure
User is authenticated from credential information he logs in, then he may
choose ‘View Structure’ of company from menu ‘Company’. After that user is able
to view general structure of company and also check each department in details.
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Login Credintials

Incorrect

Correct

Navigate to Vacancies

Select New Vacancy

Select Category for vacancy

Doesn’t exist a candidate
for that category

Already exist a candidate
for that category

View Candidate Details

No proper candidate for
position

Inform Candidate
Require needed skills, education, licences, languages for vacancy

Publish Vacancy

Diagram 13. Activity Diagram - Create Vacancy
At first users is authenticated from his/her credentials and then user has to
choose the category of vacancy, system automatically will search in its list of
candidates that may work on that category. If there is no appropriate candidate
found, then supervisor is going to fill a form with vacancy details and publish it.
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Login Credintials

Incorrect

Correct

Navigate to Performance

Select requirements

Put weight for Successful jobs

Put weight for other indicators

Put weight for skills

Generate a performance report

Satisfied

Promote Employee

Unsatisfied

Take care about

Diagram 14. Activity diagram - Check Performance
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Login Credintials

Incorrect

Correct

Navigate to Portfolio

Exist

Doesn’t Exist

Fill Form with specifications

Store Portfolio

Inser Update

Ask for approve from administration

Diagram 15. Activity diagram - Update Portfolio
This activity diagram shows the way how employee updates his/her own
portfolio. At first it is needed to fill a form in which details about project or other
experience employee wants to add to portfolio and then administrator or supervisor
of project has to approve it.
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User

System

Database

Login Credential
Verify User
User Response
Login Response
Ask for evaluation of employees
Show filters in base of what to evaluate
Fill form of evaluation
Gather data from database
Return data to system

Analyze gathered data to generate performance report

Return analyzed data
Return generated report of performance

Diagram 16. Sequence Diagram - Check Performance

